Introduction
============

Proteins perform a vast number of biological functions in living organisms.[@cit1],[@cit2] Besides its primary sequence, the function of a protein greatly depends on its stereo-structure,[@cit3]--[@cit5] as well as its effective charge in solution.[@cit6],[@cit7] The protein conformation and effective charge could also influence each other. To understand the working mechanism of a biosystem or the physiological functions of proteins,[@cit8],[@cit9] it is essential to identify not only the expression level of proteins, but also their structures. High-resolution protein structure analytical techniques, such as X-ray diffraction,[@cit10] nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)[@cit11] and electron microscopy,[@cit12] are available. To obtain a high-resolution protein structure, high abundance samples are typically required and the whole process is time-consuming, which limits these techniques from use in large-scale protein analysis.[@cit13],[@cit14] On the other hand, large-scale protein analysis has been carried out in proteomics, in which the entire set of proteins in an organism or biosystem are studied typically through the combination of liquid chromatography (LC) or capillary electrophoresis (CE) with mass spectrometry (MS).[@cit15]--[@cit17] Protein primary sequences and post-translational modifications (PTMs) could be resolved through tandem MS.[@cit18] However, protein stereo-structure information,[@cit19] as well as its effective charge in solution, are mostly missing. As a result, biological phenotypic variances caused by protein stereo-structural differences would be masked.

To distinguish and separate molecular isoforms, ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) is increasingly integrated into MS instruments.[@cit20] Collision cross sections (CCSs) of ions[@cit21] after gasification and ionization could be obtained. Ion CCSs[@cit22] could reflect ion structures in the gas phase,[@cit23],[@cit24] which may not have a direct relationship with their corresponding structures in solution.[@cit25] Protein charge states in the gas phase[@cit26] also have no correlation with its effective charge in solution.[@cit7] Taylor dispersion analysis (TDA) is a liquid-phase structural analysis technique, through which the diffusion coefficient and hydrodynamic radius of a particle or molecule can be measured.[@cit27] In TDA experiments, a constant pressure was applied to drive analytes in a laminar flow, which could easily be realized on a CE instrument.[@cit28] Since electroosmotic flow (EOF) in a CE experiment would destroy the laminar flow field distribution,[@cit29] no electric field was applied in conventional TDA methods. Therefore, conventional TDA methods do not have mixture separation/analysis capabilities.[@cit30] To address this problem, a time-sharing technique was proposed by Billy A. Williams and Gyula Vigh, in which analytes were first separated by operating a CE instrument in a conventional CE mode and then structure analyzed by tuning the instrument into the TDA mode. With this two-step operation, the hydrodynamic radiuses of different molecules in a mixture could be measured.[@cit31]

Recently, mobility capillary electrophoresis (MCE) was proposed to achieve ion separation and hydrodynamic radius measurement simultaneously.[@cit32],[@cit33] In MCE experiments, ions were driven in a constant flow[@cit34],[@cit35] and separated by an electric field, making MCE a liquid-phase analogue of IMS. With minimized EOF,[@cit36]--[@cit38] ion electrophoresis migration could be precisely determined, and the ion hydrodynamic radius was calculated from ion migration time. After the spheroidal approximation, the ion hydrodynamic radius of a protein obtained from MCE defines a mathematical relationship between the length and diameter of this spheroid, which could then be applied to select the most probable protein conformation in solution from molecular dynamics (MD) simulation results. However, in previous studies, the ion effective charge state needed to be estimated from theoretical analysis, which limited its application in terms of both solution and analyte categories. Specifically, only proteins in a solution with no or very low salt concentrations can be analyzed. However, salts are present in many practical biosystems, and their presence may help in maintaining the native conformations of proteins. Furthermore, the accuracy of protein charge state estimation also limits the accuracy of ion hydrodynamic radius calculation.[@cit32],[@cit33] In fact, the protein charge state is an important factor affecting its activity and solubility,[@cit39] and it may affect the protein conformation in turn.[@cit40]--[@cit42] Its measurement in solution is a challenging problem in itself.[@cit43] Through chemical modifications, the protein charge ladder method has been developed to study the effective charge of each protein.[@cit6],[@cit44] The capillary isotachophoresis (ITP) method was also developed to determine the effective charges of polymers and polycationic peptides.[@cit45]--[@cit47] In summary, although the established structural biology technologies could provide high resolution protein structure information, they have relatively low throughput. High throughput proteomic methods could provide little protein stereo-structure information.[@cit48] Additional methods are essential for bridging this gap.

To overcome these limitations, a new MCE based method was proposed in this work. As the first attempt to integrate TDA into MCE experiments, this method allows ion separation, hydrodynamic radius and effective charge measurements in different solution environments to be achieved in a single experiment. Without the need for any chemical modification, ion dispersion analysis was first performed on the shape of a peak to obtain the ion hydrodynamic radius; ion mobility analysis was then carried out on peak retention time to acquire the ion effective charge. As proof-of-concept demonstrations, peptide and protein mixtures were studied. The ion hydrodynamic radiuses obtained using this method were first confirmed with conventional TDA results. The isoelectric point of a protein estimated using this MCE based method also agrees with that in the literature. Next, by coupling with MD simulations, the native conformations[@cit49] of three proteins were first analyzed with results confirmed by protein data bank (PDB) results. Unfolding and structural variations of two other proteins induced by pH changes were also explored.[@cit50]

Theory
======

In an MCE experiment as shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, ions in a constant liquid flow will experience an electric field force.[@cit32] The constant liquid flow is maintained by applying a constant pressure over the separation channel. Coated silica capillaries were used as the separation channel, so that electroosmotic flow (EOF) was minimized and not considered.[@cit38] As a result, a stable laminar flow is formed within the separation channel, which is the same as that in a TDA experiment.[@cit51],[@cit52] Different from a TDA experiment, a separation voltage was also applied during an MCE experiment. In the presence of both the electric field and the laminar flow field, analyte ions could be separated based on their charge states and hydrodynamic radiuses.[@cit53]--[@cit55] To accurately measure the hydrodynamic radius and effective charge of an ion,[@cit56] four steps were carried out, including ion velocity distribution analysis, diffusion coefficient calculation, temperature and viscosity correction, and ion effective charge calculation, in which the TDA[@cit57]--[@cit59] and electrokinetic dispersion (EKD) theories[@cit54],[@cit55] were applied.

![Schematic diagram of the MCE based method for protein conformation and charge state analyses. Driven by the laminar flow, ions were separated by the electric field in MCE experiments. The ion hydrodynamic radius and effective charge were obtained by performing dispersion analysis on peak shape and ion mobility analysis on retention time, respectively. Applying MCE results as a selection rule for MD simulations, the most probable conformations of proteins in solution were then acquired.](c9sc02039j-f1){#fig1}

Ion velocity distribution analysis
----------------------------------

By applying a constant pressure, a laminar flow is expected within the silica capillary. The velocity profile (*v*(*r*)) has a parabolic shape over the cross section of the capillary.[@cit60],[@cit61] where *v*~m~ is the maximum fluid velocity at the center of the capillary, *r* is the radial distance from the capillary center and *R*~c~ is the capillary inner radius. In the presence of a separation electric field, the velocity of an ion (*u*(*r*)) would be different from that of the liquid flow. When a constant DC voltage is applied,[@cit55]where *q* is the effective charge that the ion possesses, *U* is the DC voltage applied across the capillary with a length *L*, and *ξ* = 6π*ηR*~h~, where *η* is the viscosity coefficient of the buffer solution and *R*~h~ is the hydrodynamic radius of the ion.

The second term in eqn (2) is a constant for the same ion species. Eqn (2) shows that different ion species would have different velocity profiles, and thus they could be separated. Furthermore, for each type of ion, its velocity distribution in MCE experiments also has a parabolic shape, which is the same as the velocity profile in TDA experiments. Therefore, ion dispersion in the radial direction in an MCE experiment is also the same as that in a TDA experiment.

Diffusion coefficient calculation in MCE
----------------------------------------

With the same ion velocity profile, similar derivation procedures as in TDA could be applied in the dispersion coefficient calculation in MCE experiments. Developed by Westhaver,[@cit62],[@cit63] Taylor,[@cit64] and Aris,[@cit65] the TDA approach was further studied by Datta and Kotamarthi (1990) to obtain the following electrokinetic dispersion coefficient (*K*~i~) expression[@cit54],[@cit55] for the general case involving both pressure driven and electroosmotic flows:where *D* is the diffusion coefficient, *v*~p~ and *v*~eo~ are the area-averaged Poiseuille and electroosmotic flow velocities, respectively, and *∂*~2~ and *∂*~3~ are dimensionless constants related to the dimensionless capillary radius. When *v*~eo~ = 0, eqn (3) reduces to the "Taylor--Aris" expression. Since the EOF in MCE is also minimized and not considered,[@cit38]eqn (3) will reduce to

Under the same assumption as in TDA that the ion dispersion along the capillary axis is negligible, which is *D* ≪ *R*~c~^2^*v*~p~^2^/(48*D*),[@cit57] *v*~p~ could be measured by adding a neutral marker into the system, and *v*~p~ = *L*~t~/*t*~p~, where *L*~t~ is the length of the capillary from the injection point to the ultraviolet (UV) detection window and *t*~p~ is the arrival time (or retention time) of the neutral marker.

Utilizing the fact that the ion dispersion in the radial direction in an MCE experiment is the same as that in a TDA experiment, the recorded peak should have a Gaussian distribution. The peak arrival time (or retention time, *t*~r~) and temporal standard deviation (*σ*) of the peak[@cit55] could be used to calculate its electrokinetic dispersion coefficient (*K*~i~):where *u* is the averaged migration velocity of one species of ions, and it could be measured as *u* = *L*~t~/*t*~r~. Combining eqn (5) and (6), we will have

As shown in eqn (7), the ion diffusion coefficient could be obtained by measuring its peak retention time and temporal standard deviation of the peak, but it also requires introducing a neutral marker and measuring its retention time. Subsequently, the protein hydrodynamic radius (*R*~h~) could be calculated from the Stokes equation:where *k*~B~ is the Boltzmann constant, and *T* is the temperature in the capillary. It should be noted that the concentration ratio of sample to background electrolyte (BGE) should be adjusted, so that the electro-migration dispersion effect is minimized.[@cit66] A strong electro-migration dispersion effect would cause the peak tailing effect, which results in distorted and unsymmetric peaks.[@cit67] It is found that this electro-migration dispersion could be minimized as long as the concentration of BGE is much larger than that of the sample. In turn, the concentration of the BGE could be reduced by lowering the sample concentrations, which would require the use of more sensitive CE detectors, such as fluorescence detectors.

Temperature and viscosity correction
------------------------------------

With the introduction of a separation voltage into the MCE system, the effects of thermal heating[@cit68],[@cit69] need to be considered and corrected for before we can accurately calculate the ion hydrodynamic radius. Although most commercial CE instruments have temperature control, the heat generated inside the capillary may not be conducted instantaneously, and a higher temperature may be present inside the capillary.[@cit70] In turn, temperature also affects the viscosity of the solvent, which is another important parameter when calculating the ion hydrodynamic radius. Since a neutral marker is present in the system in every MCE run, temperature over viscosity in every MCE run was corrected for aswhere *R*~hn~ is the known hydrodynamic radius of a neutral marker (for instance, the hydrodynamic radius of phenol used in this study is 0.27 nm obtained by the TDA method[@cit71]), and *D*~n~ could be obtained using eqn (7). After correction, eqn (8) becomes

It should be noticed that the average thermal effect was corrected for using the neutral marker in this study. Spatially varying temperature fields were not considered.

Ion effective charge calculation
--------------------------------

After determining the hydrodynamic radius of an ion, the effective charge of that ion could then be obtained by performing mobility analysis of ion retention time (*t*~r~) as shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Ion retention time is determined from the ion effective charge (*q*) and the ion hydrodynamic radius,Thuswhere *n* is the charge number and *e* is the elementary charge value.

MCE restrained protein structure modelling
------------------------------------------

As demonstrated in previous publications,[@cit32],[@cit33] MCE based experimental results could be used as a selection rule for MD simulations to predict the most probable protein structures in solution. However, the previous method requires the estimation of ion charge states before the ion hydrodynamic radius could be obtained. Charge states of proteins were estimated through p*K*~a~ calculations. Theoretical charge state calculation was heavily limited to solvents with no salt or very low salt concentrations. Nevertheless, an appropriate salt concentration is essential in terms of maintaining the native structures of biomolecules. The method proposed in this study could measure both the hydrodynamic radius and effective charge of a biomolecule, and it could work under different salt and pH conditions. After obtaining the ion hydrodynamic radius, similar procedures could be carried out, including spheroid approximation and matching with MD simulations, so that the most probable protein conformations under different solvent conditions could be obtained.

Experimental section
====================

Chemicals
---------

Peptides bradykinin and VEALYL (pentapeptide) were synthesized by SBS Genetech Co. Ltd. (Beijing, China). All proteins including insulin, cytochrome C, ribonuclease A (RNase A), lysozyme and bovine serum albumin (BSA) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Sodium dihydrogen phosphate dihydrate (NaH~2~PO~4~·2H~2~O), di-sodium hydrogen phosphate (Na~2~HPO~4~·12H~2~O), sodium chloride (NaCl), citric acid monohydrate (C~6~H~8~O~7~·H~2~O) and phenol were purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co. (Milwaukee, WI). Pure water used in this work was purchased from Wahaha company (Hangzhou, China).

The above chemicals were used for the preparation of sample and buffers. Phosphate buffer with pH 7 was prepared by mixing 6.1 mL of 0.2 mol L^--1^ Na~2~HPO~4~ and 3.9 mL of 0.2 mol L^--1^ NaH~2~PO~4~. Disodium hydrogen-phosphate citric acid buffers were also prepared to set the pH values at 2.2, 3.4, 5, 6 and 7. The disodium hydrogen-phosphate citric acid buffers with pH 2.2, 3.4, 5, 6, and 7 were prepared by the mixing of 0.40 mL, 5.70 mL, 10.30 mL, 12.63 mL and 16.47 mL of 0.2 mol L^--1^ Na~2~HPO~4~ with 10.60 mL, 14.30 mL, 9.70 mL, 7.37 mL and 3.53 mL of 0.1 mol L^--1^ C~6~H~8~O~7~, respectively. These buffers were diluted 10 times to dissolve peptides and proteins to their final concentrations. Phenol was selected as the neutral marker to calculate the retention time driven by pressure, and it was also used to correct for temperature and viscosity variations. 1/1000 (volume ratio) phenol was added in every sample solution, unless otherwise specified.

MCE experiment
--------------

A commercial Lumex CE system equipped with a UV detector (model Capel 105M, St. Petersburg, Russia) was used to perform MCE experiments. All capillaries used in the MCE experiment were coated capillaries obtained from Sino Suntech (Hebei, China), which have stable neutral polymer coatings (poly *N*-isopropyl-acrylamide, PAM). Capillaries with 75 μm id, 60 cm total length, and 50 cm effective length were used. Before each working day, the capillary should be rinsed with water for 10 min, and then rinsed with the buffer solution for 10 min. The capillary was flushed with the buffer for 5 min between all of the runs. Sample injection was performed using a pressure of 50 mbar for 5 s. Most experiments in this paper use 50 mbar to maintain laminar flow in the separation channel and 10 kV to separate ions, unless otherwise specified. The UV detector works at a wavelength of 214 nm. 25 °C was set for the capillary during experiments.

MD simulation
-------------

MD simulations were performed using the GROMOS54A7 force field[@cit72] in GROMACS 2016.1.[@cit73] The initial structure of a protein was obtained from the RCSB Protein Data Bank (PDB ID: ; [1APH](1APH); ; [1AKK](1AKK); ; [1RUN](1RUN); ; [4F5S](4F5S); ; [1GXV](1GXV)). p*K*~a~ calculations were performed with PROPKA.[@cit74],[@cit75] The systems were placed in a cubic box, solvated with explicit simple point charge (SPC) model water molecules.[@cit76] The counter ions (chloride at pH 7, formate at pH 3) were added as necessary to ensure system neutrality. The model was then energetically stabilized by the steepest descent algorithm, followed by an equilibration for at least 1 ns in water at 300 K. Periodic boundary conditions were used with a 1.4 nm cut off for non-bonded interactions. Long-range electrostatic corrections were taken into account by the particle mesh Ewald method.[@cit77] The overall simulation window was 100 ns. The root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of the radius of gyration was monitored throughout all simulations.

Results and discussion
======================

Method validation
-----------------

First, MCE experiments were carried out for a peptide (bradykinin, 0.24 μmol mL^--1^) by applying different separation voltages (5, 10 and 20 kV). The phosphate buffer was used as the running buffer (20 mM, pH 7). After sample injection (50 mbar, 5 s), a pressure of 50 mbar was then applied to generate the constant liquid flow during MCE separation processes. Phenol (1/4000, volume ratio) was used as the neutral marker. As shown in [Fig. 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, the bradykinin peak would separate further away from the phenol peak with increased separation voltages. Retention time variation also exists for phenol peaks among experiments. Theoretically, the retention time of the phenol peak should remain the same in all experiments, because phenol molecules are not affected by electric fields. Since EOF was minimized in this study, voltage induced thermal heating is believed to be the predominant reason for this neutral marker retention time variation. At higher temperatures, the viscosity of the solvent decreases, which would result in an increased solvent flow rate. In turn, the results suggest that temperature and viscosity corrections are important in MCE experiments.

![Structure and effective charge measurements of bradykinin under different MCE conditions. (a) Electropherograms of bradykinin with different separation voltages. MCE experimental conditions: capillary, coated silica capillary, 75 μm i.d., 60 cm total length (50 cm to the detector); phosphate buffer (20 mM, pH 7); separation voltage 5, 10 and 20 kV; driving pressure 50 mbar; hydrodynamic injection 50 mbar for 5 s; temperature 25 °C. (b) Diffusion coefficients, (c) hydrodynamic radiuses and (d) effective charges of bradykinin with a separation voltage of 5, 10 and 20 kV, respectively. TDA experimental results were also plotted in (c) for comparison.](c9sc02039j-f2){#fig2}

Eqn (7) was then applied to calculate the diffusion coefficients of bradykinin in these three experiments. As plotted in [Fig. 2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, bradykinin has larger diffusion coefficients at elevated voltages, which agrees with the fact that bradykinin ions would have stronger dispersion at higher temperatures in a solvent with lower viscosity.[@cit69] After the temperature and viscosity correction, [Fig. 2c and d](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} plot the hydrodynamic radius and effective charge of bradykinin, which were calculated using eqn (10) and (12), respectively. Although the diffusion coefficient of bradykinin varies under different experimental conditions, the hydrodynamic radius (*R*~h~) and its effective charge number (*n*) remain relatively unchanged. The calculated *R*~h~ and *n* are 9.17 ± 0.18 Å and 2.16 ± 0.03, 9.13 ± 0.04 Å and 2.26 ± 0.13, and 9.17 ± 0.17 Å and 2.32 ± 0.09 with an applied separation voltage of 5, 10 and 20 kV, respectively. Conventional TDA experiments were also carried out with the measured hydrodynamic radius of bradykinin plotted in [Fig. 2c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} for comparison. An *R*~h~ of 9.23 ± 0.05 Å was obtained using the TDA method. The agreement between TDA and MCE results confirms the validity of this MCE based ion hydrodynamic radius measurement.

Mixture analyses
----------------

As one type of CE method, MCE could achieve mixture separation, which allows measuring the ion hydrodynamic radius and effective charge of each peak presented in the electropherogram. As proof-of-concept demonstrations, MCE analyses were performed for a two-peptide mixture and a two-protein mixture. [Fig. 3a](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the separated electropherogram of bradykinin (0.24 μmol mL^--1^), VEALYL (pentapeptide, 0.71 μmol mL^--1^) and the neutral marker, phenol (1/4000, volume ratio). The phosphate buffer (20 mM, pH 7) was used as the running buffer. 50 mbar and 20 kV were applied as the driving and separation forces, respectively. Using eqn (10) and (12) in the theory section, *R*~h~ and *n* could be obtained as 9.10 ± 0.03 Å and 2.45 ± 0.02 for bradykinin, and 7.33 ± 0.23 Å and 0.84 ± 0.02 for VEALYL.

![Mixture analyses. (a) The mixture of VEALYL and bradykinin with phenol as the neutral marker. 50 mbar and 20 kV were applied during the separation process. (b) The mixture of BSA and lysozyme with phenol as the neutral marker. 30 mbar and 10 kV were applied during the separation process. Other MCE experimental conditions: capillary, coated silica capillary, 75 μm i.d., 60 cm total length (50 cm to the detector); phosphate buffer (20 mM, pH 7); hydrodynamic injection 50 mbar for 5 s; temperature 25 °C.](c9sc02039j-f3){#fig3}

For the mixture of lysozyme (0.36 μmol mL^--1^), BSA (0.07 μmol mL^--1^) and phenol (1/500, volume ratio), the same running buffer was used as in the previous case (phosphate buffer, 20 mM, pH 7), and 30 mbar and 10 kV were applied to drive and separate those molecules. As shown in [Fig. 3b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the lysozyme peak appears before phenol, while the BSA peak appears after phenol. Since a positive voltage is applied and the electric field drives cations towards the UV detector, lysozyme is positively charged, while BSA is negatively charged under the experimental solvent conditions. After performing the peak fitting and ion retention time calculations (eqn (12)), it was found that lysozyme and BSA have an effective charge of 0.91 ± 0.04 and --4.38 ± 0.02, respectively. The calculated hydrodynamic radiuses of lysozyme and BSA are 19.01 ± 0.74 Å and 38.26 ± 0.86 Å, which agrees well with those acquired using TDA methods from the literature.[@cit78]

Coupling with MD simulations for protein structure analyses
-----------------------------------------------------------

As depicted in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, the hydrodynamic radius obtained from MCE experiments could be further utilized as a selection rule for MD simulations, so that the most probable protein conformation under experimental solvent conditions could be obtained.[@cit32],[@cit33] Briefly, a lot of possible conformations of a protein could be acquired from the MD simulation, and a selection rule is needed to pick out the most probable protein conformation. By assuming that this protein has a spheroidal shape and applying the Stokes flow equation at low Reynolds numbers, the ion hydrodynamic radius of this protein obtained from the MCE experiment defines a mathematical relationship between the spheroid length to diameter ratio (*l*/*d*) and its radius (*c* and *d* = 2*c*). This mathematical relationship (named as the shape restrain curve as shown in [Fig. 4a](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) could then be used as the selection rule to find the most probable protein conformation from MD simulation results.

![The coupling of MCE results with MD simulations for protein conformation analyses. (a) The shape restrain curves obtained from MCE experiments were used to match MD simulations. (b) Side and top views of the most probable protein conformations. Note: *l* and *d* are the length and diameter of the spheroid, and *d* = 2*c*.](c9sc02039j-f4){#fig4}

As described earlier, the current method is applicable over a wide range of salt concentrations and pHs, which could cover the biological environments of most proteins. First, MCE experiments were performed for three proteins: insulin, cytochrome C and RNase A, respectively. Cytochrome C (2.26 μmol mL^--1^) was prepared in the sodium chloride solution (22 mmol L^--1^, pH 7); insulin (0.52 μmol mL^--1^) and RNase A (0.22 μmol mL^--1^) were prepared in the disodium hydrogen-phosphate citric acid buffers (∼10 mM, pH 2.2). 50 mbar and 10 kV were applied as the driving and separation forces with the addition of 1/1000 (volume ratio) phenol as the neutral marker. The hydrodynamic radiuses measured from MCE experiments of these three proteins are shown in [Fig. 4a](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} insets, and the effective charge of insulin, cytochrome C and RNase A was 3.92 ± 0.06, 3.91 ± 0.53 and 4.76 ± 0.09, respectively. MD simulations were also performed in parallel. The spheroid approximation was applied on both MCE results and simulation results as shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. [Fig. 4a](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} plots the shape restrain curves obtained from MCE experiments, and 10 000 simulated possible conformations for each protein (after spheroid approximation) were also plotted as black dots in these figures. The most probable protein conformation was selected if its corresponding dot has the closest distance from the shape restrain curve. Details about this spheroid approximation and matching processes could also be found in the literature.[@cit32],[@cit33],[@cit79] As shown in [Fig. 4b](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, we described the conformations of these three proteins from side and top views respectively, and all of these three proteins have spheroid shapes but with different *l* and *d* values. The most probable conformations of these three proteins obtained using this MCE based method agree well with those from PDB.

Protein charge and conformation variations at different pHs
-----------------------------------------------------------

As one of the most important bio-environment parameters, pH has large effects on both charge states and conformations of proteins. As a result, proteins would show very distinct characteristics under different pH conditions, such as solubility and bio-activity. In reality, different proteins may have distinct tolerances to pH changes in solution. As a demonstration, the conformations and charge states of two proteins, BSA and lysozyme, were analyzed and compared under different pH conditions. BSA and lysozyme were diluted in the disodium hydrogen-phosphate citric acid buffers at different pH values. Four different pH conditions were tested for both BSA and lysozyme, and the final concentrations of BSA and lysozyme were 0.05 μmol mL^--1^ and 0.14 μmol mL^--1^, respectively, for all cases. After performing MCE experiments, it was found that the hydrodynamic radius and charge state of BSA generally increase at lower pHs ([Fig. 5a and b](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Its radius increases from 37.84 to 52.51 Å, while its charge state varies from --3.93 to 15.45. The effective charge of BSA would change from negative to positive at a pH of ∼4.4, which agrees well with the isoelectric point (pI) value of BSA in the literature.[@cit80],[@cit81] By coupling with MD simulation, the most probable conformations of BSA under different pH conditions were also obtained and are shown in [Fig. 5c](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. Under pH neutral or 6.0 conditions, BSA exhibits the "basic" conformation.[@cit82] An unfolding process of BSA under lower pH conditions could be well observed. First BSA is a "Y" shaped "dish" like protein at pH 6.0 and 7.0, and its two branches would spread further from each other at lower pHs. With decreased pH, the net charge of BSA increases dramatically from ∼--3.93 to ∼+15.45. The increased number of charged residues would induce intense electrostatic forces within a BSA molecule, causing the collapse and/or unfolding of the molecule.[@cit83] As the solvent pH decreases to 3.4, it is found that this "Y" shaped "dish" like BSA would transform into a "V" shaped "rugby" like spheroid. Disulfide bonds and hydrophobic interactions within BSA would break together with reduced helical content, which causes BSA unfolding into the "F" conformation.[@cit82]

![Conformation and charge state variations of BSA under different pH conditions. (a) Hydrodynamic radiuses and (b) effective charges of BSA at different pHs, and pI indicates the isoelectric point of BSA. (c) Side and top views of BSA conformations under different pH conditions.](c9sc02039j-f5){#fig5}

Lysozyme is an important immune related enzyme present in many body secretions, and it is known to be thermally stable. The crystal structure of lysozyme was clarified by Phillips *et al.* through X-ray analysis,[@cit84] and it has a spheroid shape. As shown in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, the hydrodynamic radius of lysozyme remains relatively stable over the whole measured pH range ([Fig. 6a](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Although the effective charge of lysozyme also increases, the absolute increment is much smaller (from +0.82 to +4.99, [Fig. 6b](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) when compared to that of BSA. Protein conformation prediction results show that lysozyme is a "rugby" shaped protein, and its conformation only has very small variations in terms of pH changes. With reduced effective charge variation, less intense electrostatic forces exist within lysozyme, and the 4 disulfide bonds within lysozyme are retained, which in turn helps in maintaining its stereo-structure at different pHs. The conformations of BSA and lysozyme under different pH conditions match well with those in the literature,[@cit82],[@cit85] suggesting that this MCE based method is a reliable method in terms of protein structure analysis under different solvent conditions.

![Conformation and charge state variations of lysozyme under different pH conditions. (a) Hydrodynamic radiuses and (b) effective charges of lysozyme at different pHs. (c) Side and top views of lysozyme conformations under different pH conditions.](c9sc02039j-f6){#fig6}

Conclusions
===========

A new MCE based method was proposed in this work to measure the hydrodynamic radiuses and effective charges of proteins under different solvent conditions. Without the need for chemical modifications, proteins in mixtures could be separated and analyzed in a single experiment. Using MCE experimental results as a selection rule for MD simulations, the most probable protein conformations could be acquired. This method has been demonstrated to analyze peptide and protein mixtures. The structures and charges of three proteins were analyzed under conditions close to their native pH. The effects of pH changes on protein conformation transitions and charge state variations were also explored for BSA and lysozyme. BSA and lysozyme react significantly differently to pH changes. Besides the large charge state variations, BSA shows a significant conformation variation from a "Y" shaped "dish" like protein to a "V" shaped rugby like protein, while lysozyme maintains a relatively stable rugby like shape. By using pressure to drive the liquid flow and minimizing the EOF in separation capillaries, an ordinary CE instrument could be used to perform these MCE based experiments. Furthermore, besides proteins, radiuses and net charges of other molecules, such as drugs, glycans, lipids and even nanoparticles[@cit86],[@cit87] could also be analyzed using this method. Compared to conventional structural biology technologies, low-resolution protein shape information is mainly obtained from MCE experiments, and MD simulations are required for protein conformation predictions. However, as a liquid-phase analogue of IMS, this MCE based method is rapid in terms of speed and has low sample consumption rates (nanoliter level), which makes it potentially applicable in top-down proteomics for large-scale protein structure and function investigations. For instance, a small fraction of a biological sample could be subjected to this MCE-based analysis first to rapidly pick out structurally abnormal proteins. The rest of the sample could then be subjected to a conventional structural biology analysis process to resolve the high-resolution structures of abnormal proteins identified in the previous MCE experiments.
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